INTRODUCTION

There are many different microcontrollers on the market today that are being used in embedded control applications. Many of these embedded control systems need non-volatile memory. Because of their small footprint, byte level flexibility, low I/O pin requirement, low power consumption and low cost, Serial EEPROMs are a popular choice for non-volatile storage.

Microchip Technology Incorporated addresses this need by offering a full line of Serial EEPROMs covering industry standard serial communication protocols for 2-wire and 3-wire communication. The theory, operation and differences of these two protocols are discussed in detail in Microchip's application note AN536. The reader should refer to AN536 if unfamiliar with 2-wire and/or 3-wire communication protocols. Serial EEPROM devices are available in a variety of densities, operational voltage ranges and packaging options.

Microchip realizes that its customer base is very broad, and because of this, different microcontrollers are used to interface to Serial EEPROMs. One of the microcontrollers used in these applications is the Motorola® 68HC11. In order to simplify the design process, Microchip has written a 68HC11 assembly code to communicate with our 2-wire and 3-wire parts that is verified and tested to function properly.

There are 13 programs written for inclusion in this application note. A listing of one of the programs is included with this application note as an example. The following programs are available for downloading via Microchip's Bulletin Board (BBS). Users may consult the index of the Microchip Embedded Control Handbook for log-on instructions for the BBS. Once logged on to the Microchip BBS, select the FILE LIBRARY (download files) option from the main menu. Next, select a library. This application note is located in the MEM_APPS file library. Once in the MEM_APPS file library, the proper application note can be selected and downloaded by following the directions supplied by the BBS system. Only one file needs to be downloaded from the Microchip BBS to get all of the source code. All source code files are combined and compressed into one downloadable file called AN609.zip.

For Microchip 2-wire devices (24CXXA, 24LCXX, 24LCXXB, 24AAXX devices, excluding 24XX32 and 24XX65 devices), there are three programs to perform some of the basic communication functions.

- SRDMT2W.ASM - 2-Wire Sequential Read
- BW4MT2W.ASM - 2-Wire Sequential Write
- BW4PMT2W.ASM - 2-Wire Byte Write with Data Polling

Refer to the data sheets in the Microchip Data Book for the 2-wire devices listed above for explanations of sequential read, sequential write and data polling.

Microchip also offers a powerful and flexible family of products referred to as Smart Serial™. These devices use the same 2-wire interface as described above, but have added intelligence not found on Microchip's other 2-wire devices. These devices include the 24C32, 24LC32, 24AA32, 24C65, 24LC65, and 24AA65. Among Smart Serial features are: split erase/write cycle endurance (user selectable regions of the device with two different endurance ratings), a 64-byte write cache and the ability to permanently write protect part or all of the array.

- RRDMT65.ASM - Random Read from 64K Smart Serial
- SRDMT65.ASM - Sequential Read from 64K Smart Serial
- CACWMT65.ASM - Full Cache Write to 64K Smart Serial
- WR8MT65.ASM - Sequential Byte Write to 64K Smart Serial
- WR8PMT65.ASM - Sequential Byte Write with Data Polling to 64K Smart Serial
- HEMT65.ASM - Setting of High Endurance block for 64K Smart Serial
- SECMT65.ASM - Setting Security Features for 64K Smart Serial

Refer to individual data sheets of the parts listed for the definition and explanation of the functions.

For Microchip 3-wire devices (93CXX, 93LCXX 93LCXXB, and 93AAXX devices), there are three programs included to perform some of the basic communication functions.

- MT4BR3W.ASM - 3-Wire Multiple Word Read
- MT4BW3W.ASM - 3-Wire Multiple Word Write
- MT4BW3PW.ASM - 3-Wire Multiple Word Write with Data Polling
Refer to the individual data sheets of the 3-wire devices listed for explanations of multiple word read, multiple word write and data polling.

Figure 1 describes the hardware schematic for the interface between Microchip’s 2-wire devices and the Motorola 68HC11E9. This schematic applies to the connection of the Smart Serial devices as well. Figure 2 describes the hardware schematic used to connect Microchip’s 3-wire devices to the Motorola microcontroller. The schematics show the connections necessary between the microcontroller and the serial EEPROM, and the software was written assuming these connections.

**FIGURE 1: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR 68HC11 TO 2-WIRE SERIAL EEPROM INTERFACE**
FIGURE 2: CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR 68HC11 TO 3-WIRE SERIAL EEPROM INTERFACE
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APPENDIX A: SOURCE CODE

; *******************************************************************************
; 2-Wire Sequential Write Program (225 bytes)
;
; This program (bwr4mt2w.*) writes 4 bytes of $A5 to a Microchip 24LCxx
; beginning at location $10 using a Motorola 68HC11 microcontroller.
; This code has been verified that it writes properly to a Microchip
; 24LCxx serial EEPROM.
;
; This program was written using a 68CH11EVBU evaluation board.
; This board has a monitor program in firmware of the 68HC11 which
; allows single stepping, register viewing, modifying, etc. Since this
; is the case, the program code will be loaded into the on-chip EEPROM.
; This EEPROM begins at $B600. The control registers are left to their
; default location of $1000 and the RAM is left to its default location.
; RAM locations of $48-$ff are used by the monitor program and are not
; available for program use. Therefore, the stack pointer is set a $47
; and will be able to use all of the RAM to $00, and the RAM variables
; begin at location $100 and go up from there. I cannot program the
; reset vector since it is ROM space (at $FFFE), so the way I run this
; program is to use the monitor program that comes with the evaluation
; board to set the program counter to the starting address of my user
; program ($B600) and begin from there. For users who do have access
; to the reset vector, the label of the beginning program (in my case, it
; is called START) should be loaded at location $FFFE. This program was
; not assembled using a Motorola assembler, but was assembled using
; Universal Cross-Assemblers Cross-32 Meta-Assembler. It has the
; ability to assemble just about any microcontroller code. There are
; certain commands that are unique to the cross-assembler. These
; commands will be commented differently than other comments to
; be recognizable. They will look like this:

;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
; Special cross-assembler command(s)
;++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

; I do not know the exact assembler commands required to accomplish
; assembly using a Motorola assembler.
;
; The crystal that comes with the evaluation board is 8 Mhz.
; With this used as the clock input, this code will output a serial
; data stream at approximately 32khz. Although this does not
; meet I2C spec of 100 khz, it communicate with the Microchip
; 24LCxx parts properly. If a different frequency crystal is used,
; the code may need to be modified to meet timing specifications.

;*******************************************************************************

;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++0000 CPU "C:\WINC32\68HC11.TBL" ; LOAD TABLE 0000 HOF "MOT8" ; Hex output is Motorola S-records 0000 PAGE 60 ; Sets # of lines in list file ; to 60 before pagebreak;+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ; 68HC11 control register locations;******************************************************************************* 1000 = REGBS EQU 1000H ; BEGINNING OF REGISTERS
0100 = RAMBS EQU 100H ; BEGINNING OF RAM VARIABLES
1007 = DDRC EQU REGBS+07H ; DATA DIRECTION REG FOR PORT C
1003 = PORTC EQU REGBS+03H ; PORT C DATA REGISTER
0003 = PCOFF EQU 03H ; OFFSET FROM CONTROL REG BEG.

;*****************************************************************
;*****************************************************************
; User defined constants
;*****************************************************************
0003 = CHIDHI EQU 00000011B ; SET BOTH CLK AND DATA HI
0002 = CHIDLO EQU 00000010B ; SET CLK HI AND DATA LO
0001 = CLODHI EQU 00000001B ; SET CLK LO AND DATA HI
0000 = CLODLO EQU 00000000B ; SET CLK AND DATA BOTH LO
0001 = DIMASK EQU 00000001B ; BIT MASK FOR DATA IN BIT
0080 = DOMASK EQU 10000000B ; BIT MASK FOR DATA OUT BIT
0001 = SDAMASK EQU 00000001B ; BIT MASK FOR SERIAL DATA
0002 = SCKMASK EQU 00000010B ; BIT MASK FOR SERIAL CLOCK
0004 = LEDMASK EQU 00000100B ; BIT MASK FOR ACK FAILED LED

;*****************************************************************

0000 8E0047 LDS #0047H ; STACK POINTER BEGINS AT $47
0100 ORG 100H ; RAM variables begin at 100h

;***************************************************************
; Program code cannot be placed in ROM for eval board because
; eval board firmware is loaded in ROM. Program code will be
; loaded in EEPROM (which is 512 bytes and begins at B600h).

; Serial data (SDA) is located on port c, pin 0
; Serial clock (SCK) is located on port c, pin 1
; An acknowledge fail LED is connected to port c, pin 2. When
; the ack is not low like is should be, the ack failed LED is
; illuminated.

B600 ORG 0B600H

;***************************************************************
; This is the main portion of the code. It is where the reset
; vector should set program counter to.

B600 START
B600 8610 LDAA #00010000B ; ADDRESS OF MEMORY TO BEGIN
B602 B70102 STAA ADDR ; WRITING DATA
B605 B6D4 LDS #4 ; NUMBER OF BYTES TO WRITE OUT
B607 B70104 STAA BYTECNT ;
B60A CE1000 LDX #REGBS ; LOAD $1000 INTO X INDEX REG

B60D BDB639 JSR STRTBIT ; GOTO STRTBIT SUBROUTINE
B610 B6A0 LDS #10100000B ; LOAD CONTROL BYTE INTO
B612 B70100 STAA TXBUFF ; TXBUFF FOR OUTPUT TO SEEPROM
B615 BDB6A2 JSR TXBYTE ; OUTPUT 1 BYTE TO SEEPROM
B618 B60102 LDAA ADDR ; GET ADDRESS AND LOAD IN
B61B B70100 STAA TXBUFF ; TXBUFF FOR OUTPUT
B61E BDB6A2 JSR TXBYTE ; OUTPUT 1 BYTE TO SEEPROM
B621 F60104 LDAB BYTECNT
B624 86A5 NEXTWRLDAA #10100101B ; DATA BYTE TO OUTPUT IS A5H
B626 B70100 STAA TXBUFF ;
B629 37 PSHB ; PUSH DATA BYTE COUNTER TO STACK
B62A BDB6A2 JSR TXBYTE ; OUTPUT 1 BYTE TO SEEPROM
B62D 33 PULB ; PULL DATA BYTE COUNTER FROM STACK
B62E 5A DECB ; HAVE WE OUTPUT CORRECT # OF DATA BYTES?
B62F C100 CMPB #00H ;
B631 26F1 BNE NEXTWR ; NO, THEN SEND NEXT BIT
B633 BDB653 JSR STOPBIT ; SEND STOP BIT TO BEGIN INTERNAL WRITE CYCLE
B636 7EB600 JMP START ; START OVER AGAIN

;******************************************************************************
;******************************************************************************
;     Start bit output subroutine
;******************************************************************************
B639 STRTBIT
B639 8607 LDAA #00000111B ;
B63B B71007 STAA DDRC ; PORT C ALL INPUTS EXCEPT BITS 0,1,2
B63E 8603 LDAA #CHIDHI ; SET SCLK AND SDATA HI
B640 B71003 STAA PORTC ;
B643 01 NOP ; OBEY PROPER START BIT SETUP ; TIME
B644 01 NOP ;
B645 01 NOP ;
B646 01 NOP ;
B647 01 NOP ;
B648 1D0301 BCLR PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; SET DATA LOW FOR STOP BIT
B64B 01 NOP ; OBEY PROPER START BIT HOLD ; TIME
B64C 01 NOP ;
B64D 01 NOP ;
B64E 01 NOP ;
B64F 1D0302 BCLR PCOFF,X,SCMKAS ; SET CLK LO
B652 39 RTS ; END START BIT SUBROUTINE

;******************************************************************************
;******************************************************************************
;     Stop bit output subroutine
;******************************************************************************
B653 STOPBIT
B653 8607 LDAA #00000111B ;
B655 B71007 STAA DDRC ; PORT C ALL INPUTS EXCEPT FOR BITS 0,1
B658 1D0301 BCLR PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; MAKE SURE DATA BIT IS LOW
B65B 1C0302 BSET PCOFF,X,SCMKAS ; CLK BIT HI
B65E 01  NOP ; OBEY PROPER STOP BIT SETUP
B65F 01  NOP ;
B660 01  NOP ;
B661 01  NOP ;
B662 1C0301 BSET PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; DATA BIT HI CAUSES STOP BIT
B663 39  RTS ; END STOP BIT SUBROUTINE

;**********************************************************************************************
; Remember to wait internal write cycle time or acknowledge pole here until writing is complete before beginning next write to part.
;**********************************************************************************************

;**********************************************************************************************
; This routine reads in one bit from the data line
;**********************************************************************************************

B666 8606 LDAA #00000110B ; SET SDATA AS INPUT AND KEEP
B668 B71007 STAA DDRC ; SCLK AS OUTPUT
B66B 7F0101 CLR EE_IN ; GUESS INPUT IS A 0
B66E 1C0301 BSET PCOFF,X,SCKMASK ; SET CLK BIT HI
B671 01  NOP ; WAIT TO READ INPUT
B672 B61003 LDAA PORTC ; GET INPUT FROM SDATA
B675 1D0302 BCLR PCOFF,X,SCKMASK ; BRING CLK LO AFTER PORT READ
B678 8501 BITA #DIMASK ; SEE IF INPUT IS 1 OR 0
B67A 2705 BEQ DONEIN ; INPUT IS A ZERO
B67C 86FF LDAA #0FFH ; INPUT BIT IS ACTUALLY A 1
B67E B70101 STAA EE_IN ; STORE BACK IN EE_IN
B681 DONEIN
B681 39 RTS

;**********************************************************************************************

;**********************************************************************************************
; This routine writes out one bit to the sdata line
;**********************************************************************************************

B682 8607 LDAA #00000111B ; BOTH CLK AND DATA ARE OUTPUTS
B684 B71007 STAA DDRC ; WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO OUTPUT,
B687 B60100 LDAA TXBUFF ; A 1 OR 0?
B68A 8580 BITA #DOMASK ; EE_OUT BIT IS 0
B68C 2705 BEQ LOWOUT
B68E 1C0301 BSET PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; HIGH NEEDS TO BE SENT OUT
B691 2003 BRA CONTOUT
B693 1D030 BCLR PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; SEND OUT A LOW
B695 1C0302 CONTOUT BSET PCOFF,X,SCKMASK ; SET CLOCK BIT
B699 01  NOP ; WAIT PROPER SCLK HI TIME
B69A 01   NOP
B69B 1D0302  BCLR PCOFF,X,SCKMASK ; CLR CLOCK BIT AND THEN
B69E 1D0301  BCLR PCOFF,X,SDAMASK ; SET DATA BIT TO 0 FOR NEXT TX
B6A1 39    RTS

;*******************************************************************************************

;*******************************************************************************************

; This routine outputs 1 byte of data out the sdata pin
;*******************************************************************************************

B6A2  TXBYTE
B6A2  C608   LDAB #8 ; SET BIT COUNTER
B6A4  BDB682  TXBIT JSR OUTBIT ; SEND 1 BIT
B6A7  790100  ROL TXBUFF ; GET NEXT BIT READY TO XMIT
B6AA  5A     DECB
B6AB  C100   CMPB #00H ; HAVE WE OUTPUT ALL 8 BITS
B6AD  26F5   BNE TXBIT ; NO, THEN SEND NEXT BIT

; GET ACK BIT AND TEST IF IT IS LOW. IF NOT, TURN ON ACK FAIL LED
B6AF  BDB666  JSR INBIT ; RECEIVE ACK BIT
B6B2  B60101  LDAA EE_IN ;
B6B5  8501    BITA #DIMASK ; TEST IF INPUT IS 0 OR 1
B6B7  2703    BEQ DONETX ; IF ACK IS LOW, GO TO END OF TXBYTE
B6B9  1C0304  BSET PCOFF,X,LEDMASK ; TURN ON ACK FAILED LED
B6BC  39    DONETX RTS

;*******************************************************************************************

;*******************************************************************************************

; This subroutine receives 1 byte from SEEPROM
;*******************************************************************************************

B6BD  RXBYTE
B6BD  C608   LDAB #8 ; LOAD BIT COUNTER IN ACCB
B6BF  790103  RXBIT ROL RXBUFF ; GET READY TO RECEIVE NEXT BIT
B6C2  B60103  LDAA RXBUFF ; GUESS THAT INPUT BIT IS 0
B6C5  84FE   ANDA #11111110B ;
B6C7  B70103  STAA RXBUFF ; WRITE ACCA BACK TO RXBUFF
B6CA  BDB666  JSR INBIT ; RECEIVES 1 BIT
B6CD  B60101  LDAA EE_IN ; IS IN BIT A 1 OR A 0?
B6D0  8501    BITA #DIMASK ;
B6D2  2708    BEQ CONTRX ;
B6D4  B60103  LDAA RXBUFF ; GET RXBUFF INPUT
B6D7  8A01    ORAA #00000001B ; SET INPUT BIT TO 1
B6D9  B70103  STAA RXBUFF ;
B6DC  5A     CONTX DECB
B6DD  C100   CMPB #00H ; HAVE WE OUTPUT ALL 8 BITS
B6DF  26DE   BNE RXBIT ; NO, THEN SEND NEXT BIT
B6E1  39    RTS

;*******************************************************************************************

;*******************************************************************************************

; This command tells the cross-assembler that code starts
; at the location of START

B600  END START
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